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Abstract— Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are
infrastructure-less networks that are mainly used for establishing
communication during the situation where wired network fails.
S ecurity related information collection is a fundamental part of
the identification of attacks in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
(MANETs). A node should find accessible routes to remaining
nodes for information assortment and gather security related
information during route discovery for choosing secured routes.
During data communication, malicious nodes enter the network
and cause disturbances during data transmission and reduce the
performance of the system. In this manuscript, a Time Interval
Based Blockchain Model (TIBBM) for security related
information assortment that identifies malicious nodes in the
MANET is proposed. The proposed model builds the Blockchain
information structure which is utilized to distinguish malicious
nodes at specified time intervals. To perform a malicious node
identification process, a Network Block Monitoring Node
(NBMN) is selected after route selection and this node will
monitor the blocks created by the nodes in the routing table. At
long last, NBMN node understands the location of malicious
nodes by utilizing the Blocks created. The proposed model is
compared with the traditional malicious node identification
model and the results show that the proposed model exhibits
better performance in malicious node detection.
Keywords— Routing table, Time Interval Based Blockchain
Model, Malicious Node Detection, Network Block Monitoring
Node, Block Analysis.

I. INTRO DUCTIO N
MANETs are persistently self-arranging, infrastructure less
systems made of an assortment of cell phones with no central
administration. In such systems, every node can assume a job
as a host or a switch helping out different nodes during data
transmission [1]. As the essential objective of MANETs
routing, secure routing intends to set up a right and productive
way by the dispersed nodes themselves and can transmit the
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information quickly and accurately. An ordinary case is that
the single node attacker or the group attackers will bargain the
system by direct attack or indirect attack in the wake of
misdirecting the route for communication. The MANET
structure is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig 1: MANET Structure
Blockchain as a potential answer for establishing trust among
the network as it has been effectively inquired about in
different fields, including ad hoc networks [2] [3]. To exploit
the decentralized idea of blockchain innovation, one must
think about the restricted assets of MANETs when structuring
a trust framework [4]. For instance, actualizing a blockchain
executing a blockchain is a complex computational agreement
even it provides strong security to the nodes with no central
administration [5]. The process of how a block is created is
illustrated in Figure 2.
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different nodes in its group [19]. These nodes are called
typical nodes [20]. To forestall inside interruption neighboring
nodes take an interest in the diversion and every node watches
and treat neighbors at that point evaluates a trust as an
incentive for them [21]. In the event that the evaluated trust
estimation of a node may not exactly an edge, at that point it is
recognized as a getting out of hand node [22].
E. Androulaki et al [3] proposed cluster-based wormhole
interruption discovery calculation for MANET that eases these
disadvantages and effectively mitigates the wormhole attack in
MANET. In multi-jump remote frameworks, the requirement
for participation among nodes to transfer each other's packets
opens them to a wide scope of security dangers incorporating
the wormhole attack

Fig 2: Transaction Locking Process
In the event that a routing log section is distinguished to be
bogus on the destination node, NBMN would then be able to
follow the routing log back to the previous node, where
another fake routing log may likewise be found. It can keep on
following the deficiency to another node and afterward s it may
at long last find that the fake log section that was brought
about by the malicious node [15]. The provenance of NBMN
node is clear as it plays a major role in the detection of
malicious nodes based on the generated blocks verification.
The principle goal of the proposed work is excessiv ely
identified and disposes of the malicious nodes in MANET.
The proposed strategy comprises the identification of a
malicious node that reduces the system performance by
dropping the data packets intentionally, establishing a fake
route and causing data communication with it. The generated
blocks at specific time intervals are analyzed by the NBMN
node and such malicious behavior nodes are avoided and
removed from the routing table to involve in communication.

G. Glissa et al [6] proposed a Light Weight Trust-Based
Routing (LWTBR) convention for MANETs. In this, trust
esteem is kept up by each neighbor and it will assist with
improving versatility. This model takes a shot at the double
output where 1 speaks to full trust while 0 speaks to no trust.
Another information structure has been added to the
convention for the estimation of packets that will be going to
convey.
III. PRO PO SED METHO D
The proposed method efficiently identifies the malicious
nodes in the MANET. When a MANET is established and
routing process is completed, a node is selected from the
MANET called Network Block Monitoring Node (NBMN)
that is used for monitoring and analyzing the blocks generated
after every transaction done by a node. The transactions done
by every node is locked and a block is created that links with
other blocks forming a blockchain. The block is created with
the module depicted in Figure 3.

II. LITERATURE S URVEY
MANETs are defenseless against numerous sorts of attacks,
for example, Man in the Middle attack, DoS etc [16] [17]. As
of late, numerous plans have been proposed to forestall
various attacks like; a cryptographic mechanism to confirm
members inside the system [18].
B. David el at [1] proposed a hybrid framework that is used to
recognize outside intruder by utilizing intruder hypothesis in
MANET. Group head for each cluster is chosen by one ideal
answer for lessening the asset utilization of recognition
outside interloper, which gives interruption administration to
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The proposed model selects NBMN node and creates a block
when communication is initiated and nodes start transferring
data packets to neighbor nodes based on the routing table. A
node when transfers data to the next node send ‘CMP’
message, node ID and neighbor ID to the NBMN node. The
NBMN node verifies the routing table and validates the
transaction if both the nodes are genuine and generates a
block. This process is continued until all the data packets are
transferred successfully. The node which intentionally drops
the packets is accurately identified in the proposed model.

The TIBBM model selects the NBMN node that generates the
blocks after every transaction and finally, a blockchain is
generated which is very helpful for analyzing all transactions
done and it becomes easy to identify malicious nodes. The
NS2 simulation of the data transfer is depicted in Figure 6.

Fig 6: NS2 simulation Data Communication

Fig 4: Packet Droppings in MANET
The framework of the proposed model is depicted in Figure 5.
The blocks generated by NBMN node forms a blockchain
after completing the data transmission successfully. The
TIBBM model framework locks the data transmissions done
by node and malicious nodes are easily identified and removed
from the network.

After completing the data transmission, the blocks are linked
and form a blockchain for locking all the transactions done
that would become easy to identify the malicious nodes in the
network or to identify malicious actions in the network to
improve the network performance. The blockchain is
generated and represented in Figure 7.

Fig 7: Blockchain generation
IV. RESULTS
Fig 5: TIBBM Framework

The proposed Time Interval Based Blockchain Model for
MANET is simulated in NS2 that represents nodes mobility
and for designing blockchain for analyzing the nodes behavior
implemented using ANACONDA SPYDER representing
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generation of block [23]. The parameters used for creating
NS2 simulation is represented in Table 1.
Table 1: MANET Parameters.

Fig 9: malicious node identification time

The proposed model generates a blockchain for analyzing the
security to identify the malicious nodes in the network. The
nodes which cause malicious tasks in the network are
eliminated from the routing process and not allowed to involve
in data transmission. The structure for creating a blockchain is
represented in Figure 8.

The proposed TIBBM method is compared with the traditional
Blockchain-Based Contractual Routing (BCR) routing method
in creating blocks after a transaction is done and the results
show that the proposed method takes less time in block
creating time. The block creating time levels are depicted in
Figure 10.

Fig 10: Block creating time interval
Fig 8: Blockchain block structure
The proposed TIBBM method is compared with the traditional
Blockchain-Based Contractual Routing (BCR) routing method
and the results show that the proposed method takes less time
in the identification of malicious node. The malicious node
identification time levels are depicted in Figure 9.

The proposed method effectively identifies the malicious
nodes in the network by analyzing the blocks generated and
removes the nodes causing malicious actions on the network.
The proposed TIBBM method is compared with the traditional
BCR method and the packet drop rate is depicted in Figure 11.
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different malicious node identification techniques and
methodologies are proposed, but they have some
disadvantages, including high misdetection rates, inefficiency,
and high communication cost. To overcome all these issues,
Time Interval Based Blockchain Model is introduced that uses
a Network Block Monitoring Node for analyzing the blocks
generated by the nodes at a specific time interval. The
proposed model exhibits better accuracy in identification of
malicious nodes in the network thereby reducing the packet
droppings in the network. The performance of the proposed
method is better as the network eliminates the malicious nodes
to involve in data transmission.
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